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1...SUSPICIOUS PERSON  GRACE COVELL  021807
Staff reported a male subject going through the dumpster. Subject was cited and warned for trespassing on campus.

2...SUSPICIOUS PERSON  PIKE HOUSE  021907
Officer conducted a field checkout of a male subject going through the dumpster. Subject was interviewed and revoked from campus.

3...NARCOTICS ARREST  ROTUNDA  021907
Officer conducted a checkout of a male subject riding a bike without a headlight at 1:24 AM. Officers arrested the subject when they found methamphetamines and a hypodermic syringe, burglary tools (bolt cutters), counterfeit money, trespassing and prowling. A records check also indicated the subject had two outstanding misdemeanor warrants.

4...SUSPICIOUS CIRCUMSTANCES  MONOGAN HALL  021907
Officers responded to a report of a former roommate who has been making harassing phone calls. Victim only wanted phone calls to stop and did not wish to file a report at this time.

5...ASSAULT  DEPT. OF PUBLIC SAFETY  021907
Victim came into DPS to report the incident to officers. Officers initiated a report. The suspect is known to the victim.

6...PETTY THEFT  WILLIAM KNOX MEM LIBRARY  022007
Victim reported his backpack was stolen when it was left unattended in one of the study rooms. Officer responded and initiated a report.

7...WELFARE CHECK  UNKNOWN ON CAMPUS  022007
Officer responded to check the well being of a male subject. Subject was located on campus by officer and determined no help needed at this time.

8...PETTY THEFT  CASA JACKSON  022101
Victim reported his backpack was stolen from the men’s restroom. Officer responded and initiated a report.

9...AIDED STOCKTON POLICE  BROOKSIDE RD  022107
Witness called in to report a hit and run accident in front of the Mormon Church. Officers responded, no injuries. Officer located the suspect vehicle in the Stagg High School parking lot unoccupied. SPD responded and initiated report.

10...CASUALTY    GARDEMEYER FIELD   022107
Officer responded to the field on a report of a male subject with a leg injury. Subject was playing lacrosse on the field. Medics were requested and male subject was transported via ambulance to the local hospital. Officers initiated a report.

12...VEHICLE FIRE    FRATERNITY CIRCLE   022207
Officers responded to a report of a small vehicle fire. Officers determined the subjects were trying to put gasoline in the carburetor and over-filled, causing a backlash. No one was injured and no property was damaged.

13...CASUALTY    PRICE HOUSE   022207
Officers responded to the report of a female student that had fallen and was disoriented. Subject refused medical attention and officer initiated a report of the incident.

14...PETTY THEFT    GRACE COVELL HALL   022207
Staff reported theft of University’s property from the Bon Appetit office. Officer responded and initiated a report.

15...CASUALTY    JESSIE BALLANTYNE    022207
Officers responded to a report of a female subject that was not feeling well. Subject agreed to seek treatment and was transported for assistance.

16...ARREST    BROOKSIDE FIELD   022207
Officer responded to a report of four subjects smoking marijuana on the field. Officer contacted all four matching the description and all four admitted to smoking marijuana. One subject was arrested recently for trespassing. Subject received another citation arrest for trespassing.

18...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT    506 DAVE BRUBECK    022307
Officers responded to a report of a loud party and screaming in the intersection of Dave Brubeck and Dwight. A second report advised that a resident of an apartment on Dwight was brandishing a baseball bat as he was upset by the loud noise from a party with several students. One subject ran from an officer who was caught and detained for questioned. Subject was later determined not to be one of the subjects in question. The subject was later located and disarmed and the students had left the area. Officers initiated a report of the incident.
17...SUSPICIOUS OCCUPANTS OF A VEHICLE LOT 3 022307
Staff reported a suspicious van in the area with four male subjects who may have been looking into vehicles in the area. Officers checked the surrounding areas with negative findings.

18...AID STOCKTON POLICE PACIFIC AT KNOLES 022307
Staff reported an accident involving two vehicles. Officer responded and advised both vehicles moved and both parties exchanged names and insurance information.

19...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT ATCHLEY WAY 022307
Officer reported a male subject upset over receiving a parking citation he pulled out of a stall and attempted to back into the officer then left at a high rate of speed and without stopping for marked signs. It was later determined the subject was a Delta College student A report of the incident was initiated.

20...CASUALTY PRESIDENT’S OFFICE 022307
Officer responded to the report of a female subject that fell and unable to get up. Subject refused medical attention and officer initiated a report of the incident.

21...THEFT RAYMOND GREAT HALL 022407
Victim reported his bicycle was stolen from the quad kitchen dining hall and did not want to file a report. Officer checked surrounding areas with negative results.

22...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT DAVE BRUBECK @ KENSINGTON 022407
Officer conducted a check out of a vehicle in the field. Officer noted the window on the vehicle appeared to have been broken out by a marble. Officers recovered several valuable items from the vehicle and booked them into property for safe keeping until the owner could be located.